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Reviewer's report:

1. Minor Essential Revisions.
   (i) In Page 7: "Clinics in East Malaysia were excluded to Logistic reasons" The authors could elaborate here. Could this induce a bias, or are clinics in East Malaysia representative of your sample.
   (ii) Could the costing also be presented or converted to either Euro or US dollars as the readership of BMC are predominant Western Europe and US. Please include the conversion factor: €1 = ?MYR or 1$ = ?MYR or alternatively MYR 2,820 (€625)
   (iii) Define the Step method

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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